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FoxFury Lighting Solutions Announces Upgraded Lumens for Nomad® Scene Lights 
Color Accessories are now included with the purchase of Nomad® 360 and Prime Scene Lights 

 
OCEANSIDE, CA – The Nomad® Scene Lights from FoxFury Lighting Solutions now have upgraded lumens. 
The already powerful Nomad® NOW, Prime, 360, and Transformer® lights can now throw farther and 
illuminate surrounding scenes better without sacrificing run time. The Nomads are self-contained scene 
lights that are rechargeable, cordless, and waterproof. Their rugged durability and speed help users 
work quickly and safely at all times. 
 
The Nomad® NOW, a compact and versatile scene light, has increased from 2,500 to 3,000 lumens. The 
Nomad® Prime, a powerful spotlight, has increased from 4,000 to 5,000 lumens. The Nomad® 360, 
FoxFury’s best self-contained 360˚ scene light, has increased from 7,000 to 8,000 lumens. The Nomad® 
Transformer, FoxFury’s tallest and most powerful scene light, has increased from 14,000 to 16,000 
lumens.  
 
As an added value, FoxFury is now including Color Bands with all Nomad® 360 purchases and the Red 
Diffuser Lens with all Nomad® Prime purchases. The Color Bands help users mark key locations such as 
parking areas, medical stations, command posts, and accident scenes. The set comes with five silicone 
bands in red, yellow, orange, green, and blue. The Red Diffuser Lens can serve as warning light or help 
preserve night vision in low light situations. 
 
“FoxFury not only values creating new products, but also improving existing products in an innovative 
way. The purpose of our Nomad® scene lights is to keep people safe, many of them using our products 
in dangerous situations. Increasing the lumens and including color accessories not only offers a better 
value for customers, but also provides them a higher quality tool to use for the task at hand,” said 
Antonio Cugini, Director of Marketing at FoxFury Lighting Solutions. 
 
Nomad® Scene Lights with upgraded lumens and color accessories are available now. If users are 
interested in setting up a demo or purchasing multiple units of Nomad scene lights, they are encouraged 
to contact FoxFury directly. 
 

### 
 
FoxFury Lighting Solutions creates premium lighting tools that shine brightly in the most extreme 
environments to keep people safe. Our Xtremium™ products focus on durability and speed, providing 
unique solutions and possibilities for first responders, enterprise professionals, and videographers in 
over 65 countries. There is no second chance when it comes to getting the correct lighting. So, when 
seconds count, depend on FoxFury Lighting Solutions. 
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